
Mypetanque.com 

 

This website was designed about 2 years ago to assist PFA Affiliated Clubs and Licenced Players in Victoria. 

It was originally set up for use by Victorian Players to streamline Tournament Registration using an online 
system, but will now be open to all Clubs and Players throughout Australia. 

The use of mypetanque.com is, of course, completely optional and also entirely free of charge. It is not 
owned by PFA but by Peter Wells, who has guaranteed PFA of its free use for as long as they wish to use it. 

It fulfils 4 main purposes. 

1. Mypetanque allows players to use online Registration of Teams for future Tournaments once the 
Tournament is added to the mypetanque Tournaments list. This can be done by the host club, or by 
Peter Wells if you email the advertising flyer/document to him (peter_wells@fastmail.com.au). We 
generally find that 4-6 weeks’ notice is about right. 
 

2. Mypetanque allows Results to be uploaded for all to view. This also acts as an archive for all 
Tournaments entered in mypetanque. 
 

3. Mypetanque allows Players in each State to be Ranked according to some simple rules. The way 
the Ranking scheme is currently used in Victoria is described in Appendix 1. This procedure is not 
‘set in stone’ and can be altered. Rankings for other states is entirely optional. 
 

4. Mypetanque can also be used to put the State Calendar online if you wish (again, completely 
optional) 

Mypetanque is relatively user-friendly but some parts of it are still being refined. It has an extensive online 
Help section that is attached to this message Appendix 2). 

There are 2 ways to use mypetanque once you go to the site at www.mypetanque.com 

1. All players are able to Register Teams and view Results and Rankings. To Register your name (or 
the names of your Team members) you simply start typing their name in the fields for the relevant 
Tournament, and the “autocomplete” action then allows you to select the licenced Player you wish to 
Register. If a player is not PFA-licenced, but allowed to play in the Tournament, then you can ‘un-
tick’ the field and type their names and other details in full. 
 

2. For those who wish to Add Tournaments, upload Results and upload Ranking scores then you have 
to Join/Login to mypetanque. To do this you are required to provide an email address and a 
Password (of your choice that is encrypted and fully protected, and can be reset at any stage). Your 
Password is not accessible/viewable by me or the designer of the mypetanque website. 

This mypetanque site was designed to work in conjunction with the PFA preferred scoring program SPORT 
(but use of SPORT is not essential). If you do use SPORT then at the start of a Tournament, mypetanque 
provides a file of all Players in Registered Teams that can be Imported to avoid having to type in all the 
name of the players who have registered. 

In addition, the Results part of mypetanque is designed to have the HTML Results files from SPORT 
uploaded to mypetanque without further processing. 

At present the uploading of Ranking data can only be done by Peter, and the best way to do that is provide 
the full SPORT scoring program for your event (by email) or something similar by way of an Excel or Word 
file (that must include the Licence Numbers of all Players). 

The final point to make is that to use mypetanque, PFA was asked to agree to the use a unique identifier for 
each licenced Player. This also had to be consistent with the use of the SPORT scoring program which uses 
the PFA Licence Number in this context, and this meant that the PFA Licence Number was then required to 
be uniquely attached to the one player ‘for ever’. This will not affect Players in States other than Victoria 
apart from the fact that future Licence Numbers will no longer necessarily be ‘tied’ to clubs. The Club is 
associated with a Player on the mypetanque database but may change (but the Licence Number cannot).  



(In Victoria this will mean that a few Players may have their PFA Licence Numbers changed to avoid 
duplication on the database.) 

If you have any concerns or questions about the use of mypetanque, please contact Peter. 

Peter Wells M: 0407302308 E: peter_wells@fastmail.com.au 

Appendix 1: mypetanque Ranking scheme 

VPCI Player Ranking Scheme 2015 
 
The VPCI Player Ranking scheme has been designed simply to show how some of the better petanque 
players in Victoria are performing. There is no intention at present that these rankings will form the basis of 
selecting representative teams. Ranking is done for both men and for women separately. Players not from 
Victoria are omitted from any event in this ranking scheme, but could be included at a later stage on a State-
by-State basis if requested. 
 
The Ranking scheme works this way: for each Club-Hosted Triples tournament on the Victorian Calendar 
(and for other tournaments where Victorian players attend in significant numbers and where we have the 
overall results) there is a base score of 100 points awarded for each player who comes 1st. For players who 
come 2nd, 3rd, etc., the score is reduced according to the tournament rank by a formula (see below) down to 
16th place where the base score is set to 16.7. For all other players (if any) a participation score of 15 is 
awarded. From this, scores are adjusted depending on the significance of the tournament and by the number 
of players in a team, as follows: 
 
Base scores are multiplied by 0.8 for a Regional event, 1.0 for a Club-hosted event, 1.28 for a Victorian State 
Championship event and by 1.6 for a PFA/National/International event. In addition the scores are further 
multiplied by 1.25 for a Doubles team event, and by 1.5 for a Singles event. 
 
Just to be totally clear, the winning score for various events are (broadly designed so that the 1st place score 
for a Doubles event is the 1st place score for the Triples in the next higher ranked tournament type): 
 

Regional – Triples  80 
Regional – Doubles  100 
Regional – Singles  120 
Club Hosted – Triples  100 
Club Hosted – Doubles  125 
Club Hosted – Singles  150 
State Event – Triples  128 
State Event – Doubles  160 
State Event – Singles  192 
PFA/Nat/Int – Triples  160 
PFA/Nat/Int – Doubles  200 
PFA/Nat/Int – Singles  240 

 
This ranking scheme commenced in late January 2015 (where we have full results). As an example, for the 
Victorian Shooting Championship that was conducted on 31 March, the above multiplying factors were 1.28 
(a State Championship) and 1.6 (as a Singles event) which meant that Christian Lucette and Kate Mangan 
each received 192 points. Also, for this particular event only, the participation score only was allocated to 
players who did not meet the PFA shooting qualification. 
 
For the mathematically minded, the equation used to determine the base score for a player with final position 
R in an event is 300/(2 + R), for R = 1 to 16. Yes, pretty arbitrary and someone is very welcome to suggest 
another way. 
 
After each tournament for which scores are provided (and it is up to the Tournament Organiser to provide 
these scores through the www.mypetanque.com website or some other electronic means) a player’s ranking 
score is determined by the average score of all the tournaments in which they have participated (except for 
those who have competed in less than 5 tournaments in any 12 month period, where their total score is 
divided by 5). Finally, the ranking provided for players who have competed in at least 10 tournaments in a 
12-month period is the average of their best 10 scores. After 12 months an event score will be removed from 
the list of scores retained to determine this average. This scheme is not meant to be fixed in stone; if you 
have any ideas to make it more representative of player performance please let us know. 
Finally, as a general rule player ranking details will only be applied from events that are un-restricted; 



tournaments limited to certain players or clubs and not open to all Victorian players, or all players from 
specific Regions, will not affect the Victorian Player Ranking Scheme. 
 
Peter Wells 
Secretary, VPCI, updated April 2016 
 
 
Appendix 2: 
 
Mypetanque Help File: 
 
Go to https://www.mypetanque.com/help.htm 


